THE GLOBAL FUND NEW FUNDING MODEL

WHAT IS IT?

THE GLOBAL FUND HAS DESIGNED A FUNDING MODEL THAT MAKES A BIG IMPACT ON THE THREE DISEASES WITH MORE FOCUSED INVESTMENT.

FEATURES INCLUDE:

PREDICTABLE FUNDING + REWARDS AMBITIOUS VISION + FLEXIBLE TIMINGS + STREAMLINED PROCESS

BIGGER IMPACT!

TELL ME MORE!

NEXT
BIGGER IMPACT!

WELL...

...WHAT'S IN IT FOR ME - AND MY COUNTRY?

BIGGEST NEED = BIGGEST FUNDING

DISEASE

PREDICTABLE FUNDING!

INTRODUCING ALLOCATION

HEY, THAT'S OUR ALLOCATED FUNDING!
REWARDS AMBITIOUS VISION!

GREAT PROGRAM!

Yeah, this will make a big impact!

...and it is based on their national strategic plan!

...it deserves a reward!

FLEXIBLE TIME!

APPLICATION

Deadline is now!

...relax!

...we've got time!

Apply anytime

STREAMLINED PROCESS!

Before: 2 years

NOW: 11 months

Funding

Planning plan

Standing plan
**How does the new funding model work?**

A trend/problem/situation related to malaria, HIV/AIDS or tuberculosis is identified...

A trend/problem/situation related to malaria, HIV/AIDS or tuberculosis is identified...

The government develops a strategic plan.

The country coordinating mechanism discusses the strategic plan with other players in order to develop a funding application.

Global Fund?

Let's work.

**Inclusive country dialogue identifying real needs**

The national strategic plan
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The National Strategic Plan

Inclusive Country Dialogue Identifying Real Needs
The inputs from the country dialogue is collected and made a concept note...

...This sure is an ambitious proposal, but we have so much material!

I'll take care of that!

The concept note describes the proposal in detail:

- Epidemiological data
- Disease context
- Full expression of demand
- Priority interventions

The concept note is then submitted for review by an independent technical review panel.

Great program!

Yeah, but this detail could be optimized...

I have a suggestion.

Then the Global Fund's grant approvals committee reviews the improved concept note:

A fine program.

I agree...

Yup!

We recommend this level of funding!
Then grant-making begins, to define the agreed targets, activities and costs:

Finally, the global fund board approves the grant.
How do we get started?

1. Find your national strategic plan.

2. Participate in country dialogue with your CCM, so your needs and suggested interventions are considered.

3. Be ambitious - go for strong impact.

4. Discuss needs with Global Fund staff.

What's your idea?
WHERE CAN I LEARN MORE?

HERE:

WWW.THEGLOBALFUND.ORG/EN/FUNDINGMODEL